WHY EBAFOSA?

Achieving the UN Environment aim of scaling climate actions that enhance socioeconomic wellbeing needs stakeholders from diverse sectors – government, private sector, development partners, individual citizens – working towards the same end-goal. And to achieve this, a common and inclusive framework is needed to convene all these actors for partnerships.

And to achieve this, a common and inclusive framework is needed to convene all these actors for partnerships. So EBAFOSA stands at the crossroad of multiple global change challenges - land degradation, desertification and recurrent drought and Climate Change that are the root causes of FOOD INSECURITY IN AFRICA.

EBAFOSA is tailored to provide a nexus solution that also addresses pollution.

EBAFOSA

EBAFOSA is an inclusiveness framework that leverages primarily on the skills, talents, networks & ongoing actions of diverse actors in a country – individual citizens, government, private sector - to drive transformational climate action right down to communities through what is called INNOVATIVE VOLUNTEERISM.

INNOVATIVE VOLUNTEERISM is structured guidance and inspiration to Africa’s sovereign capital – its people, especially the youth, to engage their skills, talents, ongoing work & interests in enterprise actions that close inefficiency gaps along Africa’s agro-value chains using climate action solutions – primarily of clean energy & nature based EbA-Driven agriculture. By doing this, EBAFOSA builds on already ongoing initiatives and aggregates them for bigger impacts rather than launching new initiatives from scratch and reduces the problem of silos in Africa – where different stakeholders end up duplicating efforts rather than working together for synergy which has bigger impacts.